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Aiming For a Windows 10 Migration?
As part of modernization efforts, government agencies need to upgrade their Windows Operating System to provide a richer user
experience as well as ensure that systems remain secure through routine patching and security upgrades. Windows 10 provides next
generation security features as well as cost savings with reduced need for future migrations.
While these updates are critical for security and a modern user experience, they bring with them challenges in terms of application
compatibility, changes in user experience and security compatibility.
Iron Bow Technologies is an experienced and trusted partner helping agencies upgrade Windows in a smooth and transparent
manner. Iron Bow uses a managed deployment process consistent with Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) best
practices. The migration solution is an end-to-end process that includes:
• Scheduling with site leaders and end-users – working as a collaborative Program Management Office (PMO) with government,
Iron Bow sets deployment schedules with applicable work streams that deliver in a coordinated manner across multiple sites.
• Pre-evaluation of systems for viability – the work stream verifies that all technology infrastructure – from servers to networks to
supporting architectures – will support the deployments.
• Delivery of a new system where the old system is not viable – Iron Bow will support the collection, imaging and distribution of
computer equipment between agency locations as well as refurbishing centers and equipment surplus centers.
• Migration to upgraded Windows environment – Iron Bow uses custom-designed applications to collect and consolidate data from
existing databases to perform an independent verification of existing asset management databases. The team also deploys an
application that tracks the progress of the migration effort.
• Restoration of user data/profile – Iron Bow is able to increase the level of automation in the deployment of existing Windows core
images for increased efficiency and consistency throughout the migration. Documentation is a focus throughout the effort. Iron
Bow creates a library of artifacts and data used across all migration subtasks.
• User acceptance – Iron Bow provides resources to support user questions and troubleshooting support (e.g., service desk,
floorwalkers, Tier 2, Tier 3, etc.). When an issue is reported, members of the team most familiar with the migration quickly and
thoroughly analyze the reported issued to determine the root cause of the problem and resolve it.
If you have a Windows migration in your IT plan, contact us today to find out how we can help. info@ironbow.com

WHAT’S MORE CERTAIN THAN WINDOWS UPGRADES?
The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) was facing a migration need of all of their desktop and laptop systems from Windows XP to
Windows 7. The Agency had over 100,000 individual systems across 600 different sites with users that handle financial data on every
U.S. citizen and corporation. The Iron Bow team combined ten Program Management experts working with the Project Management
Office (PMO) and 150 highly skilled and specialized technical staff to get the migration completed.
Before the migration could begin, Iron Bow had to do a deep assessment of IRS’s infrastructure and applications to determine
how each would support or react to the Windows 7 migration. The infrastructure work stream worked to verify the technology
infrastructure would support deployments. The existing enterprise included hardware of various ages and specifications, so systems
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were classified in three tiers: 1. Systems eligible for migration without modification; 2. Systems requiring upgrades to meet migration
requirements; 3. Systems requiring replacement prior to migration. Once these were identified, Iron Bow provided the IRS with cost/
benefit analysis in key areas including refurbishment vs. replacement and lease vs. buy.
The legacy IRS enterprise included nearly 6,000 unique software applications that needed to be remediated, and ultimately reduced
in number through consolidation of similar applications to a single version and identification of non-commercial off the shelf (COTS)
applications and their compatibility with Windows 7. The number of titles in use was reduced to just over 1,800.
To complete the migration, Iron Bow developed multiple imaging centers across the country to supplement existing capacity of IRS
IT staff. Through the six sigma quality assessment / improvement techniques, the team identified consistency issues with servers as
well as necessary database grooming and updates and worked with the IRS to correct these issues. The team also developed a server
and switch configuration that could be sent to locations nation-wide to accommodate the configuration of large numbers of systems.
Throughout the process, stakeholders and users alike were kept abreast of progress. Iron Bow developed an automated notification
system to accommodate self-scheduling of migrations that notified computer users of their upcoming migration, allowing them to
select available windows of time for their machine’s migration.
At the completion of the project more than 103,000 workstations were upgraded to Windows 7 across the service. The project from
beginning stages of planning to close out was completed in two and a half years.

In 2014, the IRS Win 7 team was awarded the Deputy Commissioner’s Award citing “recognition for
significant contributions to our tax system, the American taxpayers and Our nation.”

26,000 workstations recycled
in sites across the country

57,000 workstations
shipped to BODs

53,000 workstations delivered
by new Memphis and NCFB
build sites

Altiris infrastructure
stabilized to allow for
increased remote upgrades

Equipment re-use
methodology developed
and executed

Customer survey: “How would you rate
your overall upgrade experience”

640 calls per month to
Win 7 hotline

62,000 customer inquiries
to Win 7 mailbox

Campus and call sites all
migrated prior to filing season

STRONG. Beyond Microsoft expertise, we have experts in every facet of network and systems operations to make sure every
piece transitions smoothly.
FLEXIBLE. Every migration is different, we work with you to make the transition work for your network and users.
TARGETED. Our experts live and breathe Windows. We’re certified and work on migrations and maintenance daily.
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